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Chapterr 7 

Conclusionss and Interpretation 

Chargedd kaons with a momentum between 10 and 24 GeV/c are identified on a track-by-
trackk basis using the ring imaging Cherenkov detectors of DELPHI—the Barrel and Forward 
RICH.. A total of 3.2 M hadronic events were selected, from which 99402 events had at least 
onee kaon within this energy range. These kaons are used to obtain an enriched sample of 
strangee quark Z° decays. Information from the silicon micro-strip vertex detector (VD) was 
usedd to reject heavy quark events in the barrel region. The events with a high-energy kaon 
aree used to determine the charged kaon asymmetry in the barrel and forward regions at the 
Z°° peak: 

A$A$BB(barrel)(barrel) = 0.0405  0.0049 (stat.)  0.0005 (syst.) 

Ags(forward)) = 0.0390  0.0090 (stat.)  0.0009 (syst.) 

Althoughh the statistics for the forward analysis is 5.4 times smaller than that for the barrel 
analysiss (see Table 5.3), the forward measurement for A$B has only a factor 1.84 times larger 
errorr than that of the barrel one in contrast to the factor 2.3 expected from statistics. This is 
becausee the sensitivity to the asymmetry measurement is higher in the forward region than 
thatt in the barrel one. 

Thee AfB measurements are used to extract the strange quark asymmetry for the Barrel 
andd Forward regions. For the simulation of the fragmentation of quarks JETSET 7.3 was 
used,, tuned to LEP data. The systematic error is estimated including contributions from the 
uncertaintiess on the tuned JETSET parameters. The asymmetry measurements in the barrel 
andd forward regions are combined taking into account their correlated systematic errors to 
obtainn the s quark asymmetry. It was found that the dominant systematic error in the barrel 
analysiss comes from the uncertainty in the modelling of the fragmentation of light quarks, 
whilee in the forward analysis it comes from the uncertainty in kaon production in heavy quark 
decays.. The total systematic error in the barrel and forward analyses is 0.0034 and 0.0068 
respectively.. The total error on the ,s quark asymmetry is still dominated by the statistical 
error,, which is three times larger than the systematic one. 

Thee s quark forward-backward asymmetry. AS
FB, measured at three centre-of-mass ener-
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giess combining statistical and systematic errors is : 

A*A*FBFB{y/s{y/s = 89.5GeV) = 0.060  0.047 

AAss
FBFB{y/s{y/s = 91.2GeV) = 0.098  0.012 

AAaa
FBFB{yfs{yfs = 93.0GeV) = 0.090  0.039 

Thee asymmetry AS
FB at 91.2 GeV close to the pole energy y/s = rnz is used to extract the 

strangee quark pole asymmetry. It is found to be : 

A%A% = 0.1008 3 (stat.)  0.0040 (syst.) 

Thee s quark pole asymmetry as a function of the up and down quark asymmetries is : 

A°A°slsl = 0.1008  0.0113 (stat.)  0.0040 (syst.) 

AA00---- 0.1031 Alv- 0.0736 
+0 .0121^——— +0 .0115^7—— 

0.10311 0.0736 

Thee s quark pole asymmetry can be compared to the pole asymmetry for the b quark 
measuredd by the four LEP collaborations [30] : 

A%A% = 0.0990 . 
bo bo 

Thee Standard Model predicts the same asymmetries (see section 1.3) for strange and bottom 
quarkss as they are both down-type quarks. This measurement is compatible with the hypoth-
esiss of the flavour independence of the asymmetry for bottom and strange quarks. 

Thee result on the s quark asymmetry is the most precise measurement of the s quark 
asymmetryy and is compatible with the previous result measured by the DELPHI collabora-
tionn [37] 

A°A°ss-- = 0.131  0.035 (stat.)  0.013 (syst.) 

whichh is based on the statistics collected during 1992. It is also compatible with the s quark 
forward-backwardd asymmetry measured by the OPAL collaboration: 

AA%(dd)%(dd) =  0 0 68  0.035 (stat.)  0.011 (syst.) 

Thee latter result is based on 4.3 M hadronic events collected between 1990 and 1995. In 
ourr analysis the statistical and systematic errors are both smaller than those of the "model-
independent""  analysis from OPAL [38]. A preliminary result for the parity violating coupling 
off  the ,s quark to the Z°, As, has been presented at the HEP-99 (Tampere, Finland) conference 
byy the SLD collaboration. The coupling As in this experiment is obtained from a measure-
mentt of the left-nght-forward-backward production asymmetry in polar angle of the tagged 
ss quark, as the SLC (Stanford Linear Collider) has polarised electron and positron beams. 
Sincee this result is a preliminary one and its statistical and systematic errors are still under 
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study,, a comparison with our data is premature. 

Thee measured s quark forward-backward asymmetries at different centre-of-mass ener-
giess agree with the Standard Model expectations. The change in the asymmetry near the 
Z°° peak is proportional to the axial-vector coupling ÜS (1.18). The dAFB/d(^) is mea-
suredd to be 0.006  0.017 GeV"1, which is compatible with the Standard Model value of 
0.01844 GeV^1 as calculated by ZFITTER. Assuming the absolute values of the axial-vector 
(a(ass)) and vector (vs) couplings of s quark to be as predicted by the Standard Model, the flip-
pingg of the sign of as is excluded at 90% CL. 

Thee result for the effective electroweak-mixing angle of 

s i i r ^ /JJ =0.2321 9 

contributess to the world average value of 

sin22 elefj = 0.23157  0.00018 

whichh has been determined from various asymmetries measured at LEP and SLD [30]. This 
anglee is a very important parameter of the Standard Model as it sets, in combination with 
otherr electroweak observables, a constraint on the Higgs mass m^, see reference [30], 

Thee parity violating coupling of the s quark to the Z° is determined to be : 

AAss = 0.909  0.102 (stat.)  0.036(syst.). 

Itt agrees well with the Standard Model expectation of 0.935. This is the most precise mea-
surementt of this quantity. 

Thee results presented in this thesis are published in reference [39]. 


